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125th Anniversary of the Brooklyn Bridge
Library Exhibit Marks 125th Anniversary of Brooklyn Bridge
The Ursula C. Schwerin Library at New York City College of Technology, 300 Jay Street (at Tillary), Atrium 4th
Floor, Downtown Brooklyn, is hosting an exhibit marking the 125th anniversary of the opening of the Brooklyn
Bridge. The exhibit will run through the end August.
The exhibit features materials provided by the College’s Department of Architectural Technology, a scale
model of the Brooklyn Bridge, and two large posters on the history of what was the tallest structure in the
Western hemisphere at the time of its opening and the Hart Crane poem “The Bridge.” Also featured are
facsimiles of photographs of the bridge from the collection of Brooklyn Borough Historian and City Tech
graduate Ron Schweiger.
Felix Baez, Architectural Technology CLT, worked with the library to mount the exhibit, which also features a
multimedia display of scores of scenes from the bridge’s long history courtesy of Alberto Rivera, Library CLT.
For more information, contact Library Professor Morris Hounion at 718.260.5491.
Library Exhibit Marks 125th Anniversary of Brooklyn Bridge
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